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Abstract

We report the case of a patient affected by a voluminous uterine tumor for which the histological analysis
conclude in a smooth muscle tumor of uncertain malignant potential. This type of tumor is rare, but requires to be
individualized to differentiate it from a benign hyperplasia or a sarcoma. The treatment must be made keeping in
mind the risk of degeneration towards a malignant form.
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Introduction
Smooth muscle tumours of the uterus of uncertain malignant

potential are a rare entity. Their diagnosis is histological. Their clinical
presentation is similar to other tumours of the uterus. Imaging does
not focus specifically on this diagnosis. Management is
multidisciplinary and is based primarily on surgery. Radiation and
chemotherapy have a place in degenerate forms. Hormone therapy is
controversial. We report the case of a 50-year-old patient in whom, and
after subtotal hysterectomy for postmenopausal bleedings for suspicion
of myoma, histopathological examination found a smooth muscle
uterine tumour with uncertain malignant potential or STUMP.

Case study:
This is a patient of 50 years, having been operated for

postmenopausal bleedings for suspicion of uterine fibroma. She had an
interannexial hysterectomy. On histopathological examination: tumor
of the uterine wall, 5 × 8 cm, white, of firm consistency.

On microscopy:
The tumour is well limited, consisting of a proliferation of fusiform

cells of the smooth muscle type (desmin, actin, and positive hormone
receptors). Moderate to severe atypia are observed. The mitotic count
is eight to nine mitoses for ten fields at high magnification. There is no
tumour necrosis. the neck and the isthmus are not invaded. The
diagnosis of a smooth muscle tumour with uncertain malignant
potential has been made. No adjuvant treatment was proposed to the
patient. CT follow up has been indicated. It showed 3 pulmonary
lesions which stayed stable (Figure 1). 3 years later, there was an
increase in size of the three lesions and a new limited paravertebral left
parietal mass.

Figure 1: Axial CT slice showing three pulmonary lésions.

A wedge resection of the three pulmonary nodules showed two
STUMP and one sarcoma on the third. A large excision of the parietal
mass was performed and the pathological examination found a mass of
8 x 9 cm, well limited with the histology of a leiomyosarcoma with
spindle cells expressing desmin and smooth muscle actin and not
PS100. The resection was complete with a latissimus muscle free of any
tumour proliferation. Adjuvant radiotherapy at a dose of 60Gy was
delivered to the paravertebral tumour bed and chemotherapy with
doxorubicin with stability of the few pulmonary lesions appeared. A
second line of gemcitabine-based chemotherapy was initiated with
stabilization of the lesions. The follow up is for 5 years (Figure 2).
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Figure 2: Axial CT slice showing an increase in size of the three
previous lesions.

Discussion
Smooth muscle tumors of the uterus are subdivided into three

categories: leiomyomas, leiomyosarcomas and STUMPs. The latter are
smooth muscle tumors whose morphological characteristics do not
allow to classify them properly in benign or malignant tumor (WHO).
The histopronostic criteria for classifying smooth muscle tumors of the
uterus are those proposed by Bell et al. in 1994 [1]. These criteria were
validated by the WHO in 2003 [2]. These criteria are three and include
nuclear atypia, the mitosis index and the presence or absence of tumor
necrosis [3]. When one of the criteria is present and the second is
difficult to evaluate, it is within the framework of the STUMP.

A fusiform cell smooth muscle tumor with moderate to severe
diffuse nuclear atypia and a mitotic index difficult to assess or
borderline between eight and nine mitoses in ten fields at 40X; a
spindle cell smooth muscle tumor with moderate to severe nuclear
atypia and necrosis whose tumor or ischemic nature is difficult to
assess; a fusiform smooth muscle tumor with more than ten mitoses
per ten 40X fields and a necrosis whose tumor or ischemic nature is
difficult to assess; a true tumor necrosis in a "banal" leiomyoma (true
tumor necrosis is the only criterion that can switch the diagnosis to a
STUMP rather than a leiomyoma variant); STUMP also include
uterine myxoid or epithelioid smooth muscle tumors with nuclear
atypias, but with less than two to five mitoses per ten 40X fields [4].

Conclusion
STUMP is a very particular histopathological entity. Its clinical

evolution is generally favourable. But atypical forms can exist and
evolve rapidly to a malignant form including a leiomyosarcoma.The
treatment is mostly surgical, but prospective studies must be
performed to evaluate the benefit of adjuvant hormone therapy. The
prognosis is rather favourable.
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The prognosis of STUMP is better than that of leiomyosarcomas
(LMS). Peters et al. [5], studied 15 STUMP and 22 LMS and found 27%
relapse for STUMP versus 69% for LMS with a five-year overall
survival of 92% versus 40%. In the context of LMS, local or distant
recurrence is usually observed within two years of diagnosis. On the
other hand, in STUMPs this recurrence can be much later. Berretta et
al. [6], report a recurrence in the form of pulmonary metastasis nine
years after a diagnosis of STUMP. Finally, the MD Anderson team
reports its experience of 41 patients with the diagnosis of STUMP
treated by myomectomy or hysterectomy, without additional
treatment, and an average follow-up of 45 months. Three recurrences
(7.3%) are reported between 16 and 63 months, at the pelvic or
pulmonary level, under a mode of STUMP (two cases) or
leiomyosarcoma (one case), without any deaths [7].
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